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Engineering Rings in Network Materials

Andreas Neophytou and Dwaipayan Chakrabarti*

Network materials can be crystalline or amorphous solids, or even liquids,
where typically directional interactions link the building blocks together,
resulting in a physical representation of a mathematical object, called a graph
or equivalently a network. Rings, which correspond to a cyclic path in the
underlying network, consisting of a sequence of vertices and edges, are
medium-range structural motifs in the physical space. This Perspective
presents an overview of recent studies, which showcase the importance of
rings in the emergence of crystalline order as well as in phase transitions
between two liquid phases for certain network materials, comprised of
colloidal or molecular building blocks. These studies demonstrate how the
selection of ring sizes can be exploited for programming self-assembly of
colloidal open crystals with an underlying network and elucidate rings as a
vehicle for entanglement that distinguishes the two liquid phases of different
densities involved in liquid–liquid phase transitions of network liquids with
local tetrahedral order. In this context, an outlook is presented for engineering
rings in network materials composed of colloidal and molecular building
blocks, with implications also for metal-organic frameworks, which have been
extensively studied as porous crystals, but, more recently, as network-forming
liquids and glasses as well.

1. Introduction

In the current digital age, we frequently encounter networks
in our everyday life - telecommunication networks, World Wide
Web, and, of course, the ever increasing number of social net-
works. A network comprises a collection of objects (e.g., peo-
ple), which can be represented as nodes in a graph, where an
edge connects two nodes if they share some kind of interaction
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(e.g., if two people are friends). Net-
works are, in fact, a hallmark of com-
plex systems,[1] which in the realm of ma-
terials can be crystalline or amorphous
solids, or even liquids.[2–4] For instance,
in a diamond crystal we can treat each
carbon atom as a node that shares an
edge with the four atoms to which it is
linked via covalent bonds. Due to the
tetrahedral symmetry around each car-
bon atom, we say that diamond is an ex-
ample of a tetrahedral network. The com-
plexity of liquid water, with its host of
anomalous properties (despite its sim-
ple molecular structure), is ascribed to
its 3D hydrogen-bond network, which is
also tetrahedral.[5] This network repre-
sentation of particulate systems is espe-
cially powerful when the particles have
directional interactions, and forms the
basis of the random network theory for
glassy systems.[6,7] Vitreous silica is the
canonical example of a random physi-
cal network, comprising a fully connected
network of corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahe-
dra (i.e., every tetrahedron is connected

to four others).[8] Within the silica network there are localized
geometric distortions to the perfect tetrahedral environment, re-
sulting in an amorphous structure as opposed to the crystalline
structures formed in diamond and ice.[6,7]

In a network, it is possible to define rings: cyclic paths within
the network where the start and end nodes are the same. In net-
work science, rings may also be referred to as cycles or loops.
Crystalline networks typically contain rings of a well-defined
size; for instance, the diamond crystal contains exclusively six-
member rings if only the shortest cycles are considered.[9] The
presence of rings of different sizes, caused by deviation from the
ideal spatial environment at the nodes, frustrates crystallization,
thereby producing an amorphous network.[10] For example, ran-
dom tetrahedral networks consist of predominantly five-, six- and
seven-member rings.[11–13] In recent years, these rings have been
recognized as key medium-range structural motifs, playing an
important role in the properties of physical networks and their
phase transitions.[14–18] Additionally, the selective formation of
rings of a particular size has been shown to facilitate the colloidal
self-assembly of certain network crystals, especially those much
sought-after as colloidal photonic crystals.[19–24]

In this Perspective, we present an outlook in the context
of recent studies that have investigated the role of rings in
the self-assembly of network materials. In particular, we focus
on two strands of studies, one exploiting ring size selection for
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programmed self-assembly of open crystals from patchy colloidal
particles and the other exploring the role of rings, and their geom-
etry and topological properties, in driving the liquid–liquid phase
transitions (LLPTs) in tetrahedral networks. By open crystals, we
refer to porous crystals, comprising low-coordinated particles,
whose maximum density is less than what can be achieved
at close packing.[25] On the other hand, LLPTs in tetrahedral
networks,[26] most extensively discussed for water,[27–30] involve
phase transitions between two liquids of different densities.
While these two strands of research may initially appear some-
what disjointed thematically, all these studies fundamentally
concern the formation of rings in network materials. Therefore,
these studies together should strengthen our understanding of
network materials by providing complementary insight.

2. Ring Selection for Open Crystals

Diamond has become a key fixture in our modern lives. Due to
its hardness, it is used in a variety of industries and technolo-
gies, but of course, diamond is most well known for its use in
jewellery. If we are asked to complete the two-word phrase “dia-
mond…”, many of us would immediately guess the missing word
to be ring! While most, when hearing the phrase “diamond ring”,
may picture a neatly cut gemstone on a metallic band, those of
us who have taken a solid-state physics or chemistry course may
also picture six carbon atoms forming a “chair” configuration in
the underlying covalent network of diamond.[31] At this point, it
is important to clarify that by diamond, we are referring to the
allotrope of carbon that has cubic symmetry (hereafter referred
to as cubic diamond). But this crystal has a polytype with hexag-
onal symmetry – referred to as hexagonal diamond (also known
as Lonsdaleite) – that is an alternative allotrope of carbon.[32] The
atomic structures of the two diamond polytypes are almost iden-
tical since both are formed from sp3 hybridized carbon atoms that
form a tetrahedral network containing six-member rings.[33,34]

However, while the rings formed by the carbon atoms in cubic
diamond are all in a chair configuration, hexagonal diamond has
a mixture of rings in chair and boat configurations.[31,35] While
we are most familiar with the cubic diamond structure of car-
bon, other atomic, molecular, and colloidal systems are able to
form structures identical to that of its hexagonal counterpart. The
hydrogen-bond network formed between the water molecules in
the ice that we might use to cool a drink on a hot summer day is
an example of such a system.[36]

For more than three decades now, a cubic diamond crystal
structure self-assembled from colloidal particles has been highly
coveted in the soft-matter community, even being dubbed the
“holy grail” of colloidal self-assembly.[37,38] The desire to estab-
lish a bottom-up route to “colloidal (cubic) diamond” stems from
its ability to support a wide photonic bandgap (PBG), potentially
paving the way for a variety of technological applications aris-
ing from a photonic crystal operating at optical frequencies.[39,40]

However, establishing a particle design that is conducive for the
self-assembly of a cubic diamond crystal is a deceptively diffi-
cult task.[21,41–44] Tetrahedral patchy particles – spherical particles
with a repulsive core and four attractive patches in a tetrahedral
arrangement[45,46] – appeared to be an obvious choice for the tar-
geted self-assembly of cubic diamond owing to their clear simi-
larity to a sp3 hybridized carbon atom.[46–48] The self-assembly of

a diamond crystal from tetrahedral patchy particles has, however,
proven to be a challenging task, and the requirement of the selec-
tion of the cubic polytype for photonic applications adds to this
challenge. When the particles possess narrow patches clathrate
crystals assemble instead of diamond as five-member rings form
faster than six-member rings.[44] When the patches are too wide,
instead a glassy network that contains a distribution of ring sizes
is formed.[41,42,44,49]

To successfully program the self-assembly of colloidal parti-
cles that yield a desired colloidal open crystal it is not sufficient
to simply ensure that the target structure is the global free en-
ergy minimum, the crystal structure must also be kinetically ac-
cessible via self-assembly pathways.[50–52] For instance, triblock
patchy particles[53] – repulsive spherical particles with two attrac-
tive circular patches at opposite poles, as shown in Figure 1a –
are known to stabilize tetrastack crystals,[54] also much sought-
after in their cubic form as a colloidal photonic crystal.[55] How-
ever, AA-triblock patchy particles (where “AA” refers to the fact
that the two patches are identical in geometry, as well as in the
strength of patch-patch interactions) may get trapped in an amor-
phous network containing a distribution of ring sizes.[19] A re-
cent computational study by Chakrabarti and co-workers demon-
strated that the self-assembly of tetrastack crystals can be pro-
moted by making one set of patches (A patches) interact more
strongly than the other set (B patches), where the interactions
between the two sets are not ruled out but are of intermedi-
ate strength (i.e., ϵAA > ϵAB > ϵBB, where ϵij is the depth of the
well corresponding to the attractive interaction between patch
i and patch j).[19] This hierarchy of interactions, with sufficient
separation in their strengths, encodes two-stage self-assembly
pathways,[19,56] as illustrated schematically in Figure 1a. In the
first stage, AB-triblock patchy particles form a tetrahedral clus-
ter fluid driven by the strong A-A interactions over a range of
temperatures;[19] then these tetrahedral clusters behave as meta-
particles and come together through the weaker B-B interactions
to form a tetrastack crystal upon further cooling. Since each tetra-
hedral cluster formed in the first stage of assembly can only
form chains of particles that are multiples of two, the formation
of five- and seven-member rings in the second stage of assem-
bly is suppressed and the emergence of crystalline order is pro-
moted. The two-stage assembly route therefore introduces a ring-
selection protocol, whereby the AB-triblock patchy particles only
form even-member rings in the second stage. The local minima
associated with amorphous structures arising from the forma-
tion of five- and seven-member rings are thus effectively avoided,
making the global minimum more accessible. For such a two-
stage self-assembly scheme to succeed, it is essential to perform
gradual cooling, which effectively prohibits A-B interactions by
exhausting all A patches through A-A interactions before B-B in-
teractions come into play at lower temperatures. We will return
to this point later.

A subsequent computational study implemented this ring se-
lection strategy with AB-triblock patchy rods, modelled as re-
pulsive spherocylinders with attractive circular patches on the
two hemispherical caps.[20] In this case, two-stage self-assembly
is programmed to yield segmented rod-connected diamond,
while avoiding being trapped in an amorphous phase (see
Figure 1b–e).[20] This crystal structure is so called because the
rods connect the nearest-neighbor sites of the diamond lattice,
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Figure 1. Crystallization via ring selection along two-stage self-assembly pathways for triblock patchy particles. a) Schematic illustration of two-stage
self-assembly of a tetrastack crystal, comprising corner-shared tetrahedra. Each spherical triblock patchy particle has, on opposite poles, two equal-size
attractive patches, which form bonds of different strengths: patch A (colored red) forms stronger bonds with another patch A relative to those formed
between patches of type B (colored blue). In this case, the interactions between the two types of patches are not ruled out, but of an intermediate
strength. For a sufficient hierarchy of interaction strengths, the particles come together to form a tetrahedral cluster fluid in a first stage of assembly
via the interactions between A patches, which are thus exhausted. At lower temperatures, then the patch B-patch B interactions lead to the formation
of a network structure, which can only contain even-member rings, such as the six-member ring formed by the particles with off-white middle band.[19]

b–e) Self-assembly of triblock patchy rods with equal-size patches on opposite hemispherical caps. If the two patches form bonds of equal strengths,
then an amorphous network with local tetrahedral order is formed at low temperatures (b), with a distribution of ring sizes evolving with the reduced
temperature T*, as shown in (d).[20] Two-stage self-assembly, encoded by a hierarchy of patch–patch interaction strengths, results in the formation of
a segmented rod-connected diamond crystal (c) via the selection of even-member rings (e). In (d,e), Rl

is the number of rings containing l vertices
present in a system of N = 2000 particles. The panel (a) is reproduced from ref. [19] under CC BY license. The panels (b–e) are reprinted (adapted) with
permission from ref. [20]. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

leaving tetrahedral voids there. Rod-connected diamond, the cu-
bic polytype of which is known to support the widest complete
PBG for a given refractive index,[40] can be obtained via post-
assembly processing. The ring statistics shown in Figure 1d,e
highlight that the ring-selection strategy is at work to promote
the crystallization.

Understanding the mechanism by which this two-stage as-
sembly protocol promotes crystallization paved the way for an
alternative scheme for imposing ring selection rules to achieve
the self-assembly of segmented rod-connected diamond, as

shown in Figure 2a. This involves the use of specific interactions
to prevent the formation of A-B bonds (i.e., ϵAA = ϵBB, ϵAB = 0). To
distinguish between these triblock patchy particles with specific
interactions and those with a hierarchy of interaction strengths,
we hereafter refer to the former as AA′-triblock patchy particles.
Such specific interactions between patches on opposite poles can
be realised synthetically via DNA-functionalization.[48,57] In fact,
the ring selection strategy executed with specific interactions
has two added advantages over the two-stage self-assembly
protocol. First, if the first stage of assembly for the AB-triblock
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Figure 2. Ring-selection rules encoded in designer patchy particles through specific interactions for programmed self-assembly of colloidal open crystals.
a) Self-assembly of a segmented rod-connected diamond crystal from triblock patchy rods with two distinct patches on opposite hemispherical caps
(right). Functionalization (“coloring”) of the patches such that bonds are allowed to form only between patches of the same color ensures the formation of
even-member rings exclusively (left), thus promoting crystallization via ring selection.[20] b) Self-assembly of a clathrate structure from tetrahedral patchy
particles with narrow patches in the absence of ring-selection strategy due to the predominant formation of five-member rings.[21] c) Self-assembly of
colloidal diamond from a binary 1:1 mixture of tetrahedral patchy particles in the presence of specific interactions such that bonds can only form between
patches on particles of different types. The selection of even-member rings facilitates the self-assembly of a colloidal diamond crystal.[21] The panel (a)
is reprinted (adapted) with permission from ref. [20]. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. The panels (b,c) are adapted from ref. [21] under CC
BY license.

patchy particles is incomplete, then five- and seven-member
ring may still form as defects and possibly hinder the forma-
tion of the crystal. The AA′-triblock patchy particles do not
suffer from this issue, and hence, should produce crystals with
fewer defects even with rapid cooling. As such, the kinetic
traps are not explicitly removed from the energy landscape of
the AB-triblock patchy particles, but are only avoided through
the cooling protocol.[20] Therefore, defects associated with the
formation of five- and seven-member rings are only avoided
in the AB-system if the first stage reaches completion. Second,
vacancies may form in the growing crystal and for the AB-system
a vacancy will be for four particles instead of one. Due to the
diameter of the tetrahedral cluster being comparable to that
of the crystal voids, diffusion of free tetrahedra through the

voids can be slow and these vacancies are thus less likely to be
filled.

Following these studies on triblock patchy particles, ring se-
lection rules were applied to efficiently drive the self-assembly
of colloidal diamond from tetrahedral patchy particles, as shown
in Figure 2b,c.[21] In this case, a system containing two types of
tetrahedral patchy particles in a 1:1 mixture is considered, where
bond formation could only occur between the two different types
of particles (Figure 2c). Specific interactions therefore only allow
for the formation of even-member rings, thereby facilitating the
self-assembly of colloidal diamond in preference to other com-
peting phases, such as clathrates (shown in Figure 2b) and amor-
phous structures.[21] Importantly, the binary system of tetrahe-
dral patchy particles permits the use of a wider range of patch
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widths, as compared to the corresponding one-component sys-
tem, for the self-assembly of colloidal diamond, thus facilitating
experimental fabrication.

More recently, a computational study has reported on the di-
rect self-assembly of an enantiomorphic pair of single colloidal
gyroids, which can function as chiral photonic crystals.[24] The
single colloidal gyroid structures are chiral networks, contain-
ing ten-member rings.[58] The networks have threefold connec-
tivity at each node, with successive nodes involving a character-
istic dihedral angle that distinguishes the enantiomorphic pair.
In the computational study by Flavell et al.,[24] these chiral crys-
tals are self-assembled from spherical patchy particles with two
staggered rectangular patches on opposite poles. The selection
of dihedral angle requires two rectangular patches on opposite
poles, as opposed to circular patches typically considered for tri-
block patchy particles, to prevent unrestricted rotation, and a
well-defined non-zero skew angle between these two rectangular
patches. The disposition of the patches thus makes the colloidal
building blocks chiral. In this study, which has developed an ef-
fective pair potential for particles with the rectangular patches,
the increase of crystalline order is paralleled by a growing num-
ber of ten-member rings, suggesting that the chirality transfer
from the single-particle level to an enantiomorphic crystal occurs
via the formation of ten-member rings.[24]

3. Rings in the Liquid–Liquid Phase Transitions

Water, while providing the key to life, is seemingly an ever-
evolving enigma and constant source of challenges for condensed
matter physicists. Unlike any other chemical compound, water
has many anomalous thermophysical properties, which become
more pronounced as it is supercooled (cooled below the freez-
ing temperature without crystallizing).[59–61] The origin of water’s
strange behavior has been a topic of great debate over the years,
but one leading hypothesis (which has garnered significant at-
tention) suggests that it is a manifestation of a first-order LLPT
line in the supercooled region of water’s phase diagram.[26] Two
distinct phases of liquid water – the low-density liquid (LDL) and
high-density liquid (HDL) – are separated by this LLPT line that is
predicted to terminate at a critical point.[26] A growing body of nu-
merical studies has confirmed the hypothesis of the existence of a
LLPT in computational models of water, and significant progress
has been made towards its experimental validation.[27,29,30] How-
ever, revealing the microscopic mechanisms governing the LLPT
in water, and other tetrahedral liquids, is still an active area of
research.[15,62–68]

Over the years, it has become apparent that rings play an im-
portant role in the properties and phase transitions of these liq-
uid and amorphous network structures.[15,17,69–73] The focus has
mostly been on enumerating the number of rings of different
sizes in the networks, with some arbitrariness in the definition
for what constitutes a ring. There have been some studies in the
literature also investigating how the geometry and topology of the
rings change across the LLPT and related phase transitions. Par-
rinello and coworkers show that with increasing pressure rings
in amorphous ice networks deviate from a perfectly circular and
planar conformation to become more “elongated”, with larger
rings (rings containing more than six molecules) adopting more
elongated conformations.[71] Foffi et al., have found that this is

Figure 3. Geometric properties of rings in a model supercooled water.
a) Ring statistics for the low-density liquid (LDL) and high-density liquid
(HDL) networks at T = 188 K and P = 1800 bar, showing a distribution
of the number of rings of size L in the network. b) Distributions of the
elongation factor 𝜖 for seven-member rings in the LDL and HDL states
at different pressures along the T = 188 K isotherm. The inset shows ex-
amples of eight- and nine-member rings that have adopted an elongated
configuration in the HDL network. Reprinted from ref. [15], with the per-
mission of AIP Publishing.

also the case for supercooled water, with rings in the HDL be-
ing much more elongated than those in the LDL, as shown in
Figure 3.[15] Again, the morphological change from circular to
elongated rings is much more pronounced for larger rings, in
particular for seven-member rings (see Figure 3b), presumably
due to the fact that larger rings can rearrange into an elongated
conformation without introducing too much strain energy into
the network.[71] This elongation or “folding” of the rings is sug-
gested to control the local interpenetration of the HDL network
since particles, which are well separated in terms of chemical
bonds, are brought into close spatial proximity.[43,74–76] Addition-
ally, the LDL networks are noted to only contain rings having
seven or less particles, while the HDL also possess 8-member
rings (see Figure 3a). The formation of these larger rings in the
HDL networks is understandable since the rings are then able to
fold into more compact geometries to facilitate the densification
of the network.

In a recent computational study,[17] Neophytou et al. have pro-
vided a topological perspective of the LLPT in water, first uncov-
ered in a colloidal model of water, as summarised in Figure 4,
and then in two molecular models of water,[77,78] for which the
existence of a LLPT has been confirmed.[28] The LLPT between
the LDL and HDL is captured in this colloidal model of water as
the reduced pressure P* is varied at a reduced temperature of T*
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Figure 4. Topological aspects of the liquid–liquid phase transition revealed in a colloidal model of water. a) Probability distribution functions for the
reduced density (𝜌*) for the colloidal water model[17] at various reduced pressures (P*) at a reduced temperature of T* = 0.105. The probability distri-
butions highlight that two liquids of different densities form at low temperatures (representative configurations of which are shown on either side of the
plot) separated by a liquid–liquid phase transition (LLPT) line. b) Deconstruction of a typical configuration of the colloidal water model into a network
representation. c) Snapshots of the low-density liquid (LDL) and high-density liquid (HDL) networks, where examples of topologically complex motifs
present in the HDL (such as trefoil knots and Hopf links) are highlighted. Adapted from ref. [17] under the CC BY license.
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Figure 5. The liquid–liquid phase transition in a molecular model of water,
captured by the network linking number, n, which is a topological order
parameter. a) Visual representation of a pair of unlinked rings (top), for
which n = 0, and a pair of linked rings (bottom), for which n = 1. b)
Evolution of the density, 𝜌, and the network linking number, n, normal-
ized by the total number of rings, R, along molecular dynamics trajecto-
ries of N = 300 model water molecules interacting via the TIP4P/Ice pair
potential at a temperature of T = 188 K and at pressures of P = 1100, 1725
and 2000 bar. Adapted from ref. [17] under the CC BY license.

= 0.105 (see Figure 4a). The colloidal water model is a tetrahe-
dral network formed by AB-triblock patchy particles, with ϵAA >

ϵBB and ϵAB = 0 (see Figure 4b), and is so called because of its
ability to capture a number of thermodynamic anomalies known
for water.[17] In this study, the authors not only probe the forma-
tion of rings in the LDL and HDL networks, but also investigate
the degree to which the rings are entangled by utilizing concepts
from knot theory (see Figure 4c).[17,79] In particular, the presence
of any knots, theta-curves or links is probed in the liquid networks
of colloidal water and two molecular models of water.[77,78] A knot
corresponds to a ring that is entangled with itself, a theta-curve is
formed when two joint rings are entangled with one another, and
a link is formed when two disjoint rings are entangled. By com-
puting the network writhe (capturing the presence of knots and
theta-curves) and network linking number (capturing the pres-
ence of links) for the liquid networks as a function of pressure,
it is found that the LDL is unentangled (i.e., knots, theta-curves
and links are almost entirely absent), while the HDL is entan-
gled, containing an ensemble of knotted and linked rings (see
Figure 5). Figure 5a illustrates the concept of the network link-
ing number, n, which provides a quantitative measure of the
degree of entanglement by summing up the absolute values of
the linking number, which, in turn, is defined for a pair of dis-
joint rings in terms of a double line integral that is proportional
to how many times the two rings wind around one another.[17]

As shown in Figure 5b for a molecular model of water, the net-
work linking number n correlates remarkably well with the den-
sity fluctuations, as configurations belonging to both the LDL and
HDL phases are sampled along a molecular dynamics trajectory,
shown in black, near the second-order critical point.[17]

It is clear that rings represent important structural motifs in
these liquid networks, and that the LDL and HDL networks con-
tain populations of rings that have very distinct size, geometry
and topology. Upon increasing pressure, there are two mecha-
nisms by which these networks could increase their density while
maintaining the bonds in the network – these systems want to

form structures with as many bonds as possible since the LLPT
occurs at low temperatures. The first mechanism is to form more
rings that are larger in size and more flexible so that they are
more “deformable”, as shown in refs. [15] and [71]. However, due
to the highly directional nature of the bonds in these systems
and their limited flexibility, the degree to which the networks
are able to condense by this mechanism alone is limited. There-
fore, these systems also form knotted and linked rings, thereby
facilitating the densification of the system without needing to in-
troduce highly contorted ring structures into the network (this
is especially true for linked rings). Which mechanism is dom-
inant is likely to depend on the flexibility of the bonds formed
between the particles, with more rigid bonds favoring the den-
sification of the system through the formation of topologically
complex motifs.

4. Outlook

It is clear that rings are important structural motifs of medium-
range order in both crystalline and amorphous network materi-
als. There is growing understanding in recent years how rings
can be exploited to steer the emergence of crystalline order via
self-assembly and drive phase transitions. Here, we have covered
two different strands of work, both showcasing the importance of
engineering rings: one concerns programming the self-assembly
of colloidal open crystals, where the selection of ring sizes has
emerged to be a critical design rule; the other elucidates rings
as a vehicle for entanglement that distinguishes the two liquid
phases of different densities involved in liquid–liquid phase tran-
sitions in tetrahedral network liquids. In these cases, rings can be
engineered either by the choice of interactions between designer
building blocks or using pressure as a control. In the context of
these advances in our understanding, there are several curiosity-
driven questions, which appear to us well worth exploration.
While the focus of imposing ring-selection rules has been, so
far, on programming the self-assembly of crystals with diamond
symmetry by targeting the selection of even-member rings, this
concept can be extended to target network structures with odd-
member rings. For example, the so-called SAT-assembly strategy,
where the interaction rules between the patches are obtained by
transforming the combinatorial problem into a Boolean satisfia-
bility problem, can be employed.[22,23] Additionally, patchy parti-
cles with two staggered rectangular patches on opposite poles of-
fer a richer design space as compared to triblock patchy particles
with circular patches, and the skew angle that defines the relative
orientation of the rectangular patches can be used as a parame-
ter to control the size of the rings formed in the self-assembled
networks.[24]

Although there is yet no consensus about the origin of ther-
modynamic anomalies in water,[66,80] they are found to criti-
cally depend on the local tetrahedral order that exists in water’s
hydrogen-bonded network. In fact, water-like thermodynamic
anomalies are fairly common in tetrahedral liquids.[81] It is a per-
tinent question whether the topological distinction between LDL
and HDL that has been recently uncovered in the case of wa-
ter holds good for other tetrahedral liquids, such as silicon.[82]

Water is also known to exist in more than one solid amorphous
form of different densities, giving rise to polyamorphism – aka
amorphous polymorphism.[66] The connection between water’s
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polyamorphism and a LLPT has been debated.[80] It will be of in-
terest to explore this connection from a topological perspective,
with the elucidation of the role that rings may play.

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are network materials that
have been extensively studied as porous crystals for a variety
of applications over the years,[83] but a few of them are now
known to form network liquids and glasses.[84–87] A powerful ap-
proach to the rational design of MOFs via reticular chemistry in-
volves the deconstruction of the crystal structures of MOFs into
their underlying nets, where the vertices and edges are clusters
and linkers, respectively.[9,88,89] In this net representation, short-
est cycles (closed paths around the net) are called rings, which
have well-defined sizes for crystalline nets. We envisage the ring-
selection strategies discussed here to underpin novel routes for
crystalline MOFs via reticular synthesis, while a distribution of
ring sizes to emerge as a universal feature for liquid and glassy
MOFs.[84,90] It is of interest to note that the zeolitic imidazolate
framework, ZIF-4 [Zn(C3H3N2)2], which is composed of tetrahe-
drally co-ordinated Zn and imidazolate linkers, is known to un-
dergo a LLPT between LDL and HDL, and form low-density amor-
phous (LDA) and high-density amorphous (HDA) states.[84] In
the context of recent findings in colloidal and molecular water,[17]

it is likely that a similar topological distinction between LDL and
HDL of ZIF-4 (or between its LDA and HDA states) in terms of
entanglement exists. The validity of this hypothesis should es-
tablish entanglement as a general mechanism for densification
in amorphous tetrahedral network materials, comprised of build-
ing blocks from across length scales.
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